Abstract. An energy-preserving, linearly implicit finite difference scheme is presented for approximating solutions to the periodic Cauchy problem for the one-dimensional Zakharov system of two nonlinear partial differential equations. First-order convergence estimates are obtained in a standard "energy" norm in terms of the initial errors and the usual discretization errors.
Introduction
In [11] Zakharov introduced a system of equations to model the propagation of Langmuir waves in a plasma. If we denote by N(x, t) (x e R, t > 0) the deviation of the ion density from its equilibrium value, and by E(x, t) the envelope of the high-frequency electric field, then the one-dimensional system takes the form (ZS.E) iE, + Exx = NE, (ZSJV) N"-NXX = -^2(\E\2).
We solve on {x e R, t > 0} and supplement (ZS) by prescribing initial values for E, N, and Nt :
(1) E(x,0)=E°(x), N(x,0) = N°(x), N,(x,0) = N>(x).
Most of the interest to date in (ZS) stems from two particular features. Firstly, (ZS) admits solitary wave solutions [3] . Secondly, in three space dimensions, (ZS) was derived to model the collapse of caverns (cf. [11] ). An intriguing and still unresolved question remains in three dimensions as to whether smooth data can generate a solution which becomes singular in finite time.
As is well known, (ZS) possesses the two formal invariants where v is given by (4) v = -ux, uxx = N,.
We know that these are sufficient for global weak existence (cf. [9] ). Also from [9] the same conclusion holds in three dimensions under an additional "smallness" condition. Moreover, higher-order estimates from [9] guarantee the existence of a smooth solution in one dimension provided smooth data are prescribed.
It is such a smooth solution of (ZS) with periodic boundary conditions which we approximate numerically in this paper. A spectral method is used in [5] ; while practical results seem very good, the convergence issue is not rigorously addressed. Our algorithm uses an approximation of "Crank-Nicolson" type on the linear parts of (ZS). We approximate the solution over a fixed but arbitrary time interval 0 < t < T.
The nonlinear terms in (ZS) are then approximated in such a way that: (i) the discrete L2-norm (over a period) of the approximation to E is conserved; and (ii) a discrete analogue of the total energy is conserved. This discrete energy will be shown to be bounded below by a positive definite form. The scheme is linearly implicit and involves only two periodic tridiagonal solvers to advance one step in time. We obtain first-order convergence estimates in the natural "energy norm" in terms of initial errors and standard discretization errors.
In the references we list several papers where conservative schemes have been employed [2, 4, 6, 8] . Related results are to be found in [1, 10] .
The standard summation by parts formula is Y^Vj(uj+i -2uj + u,_i) = vj+i(uJ+i ;'=i j -!>;+> j=i The "summed" terms cancel whenever {w^} , {v^} are /-periodic mesh functions.
Although [9] treats the Cauchy problem on all of space, the methods given there (i.e., Galerkin) could be extended to deal with the periodic case studied here. Constants depending on T and the Cauchy data are written cj , while constants depending only on the data are generically written as c. These will change from line to line without explicit mention.
This scheme has been implemented; details will appear elsewhere.
The finite difference scheme
Let T > 0 be arbitrary; we will approximate the solution to the periodic Cauchy problem for (ZS) over the time interval 0 < t < T. We first state hypotheses on the Cauchy data and the solution:
(HO) The Cauchy data
are C°° and L-periodic. Moreover, In order to write the scheme, we define
) (6) ô2uk = Ax 2(uk+x-2uk + uk_i).
Á -Ax ' ß -Ax2 with Ai, Ax > 0. Now for J a positive integer we choose Ax -j, At > 0 such that (7) nAt < T and define tl = I At, Xj = jAx (I = 0, ... , n; j = 0, ... , J).
Our scheme is _ _ U2N£+i -U2Nnk~l = ô2(\E"k\2).
Ar2 2" *'* 2l
In both relations k-l, ... , J, « > 0 in the first and n > 1 in the second. Here we take £¿ , Ng to be /-periodic mesh functions, i.e., E»k=E», N^ = N] ifk = j(modJ).
The scheme is supplemented with the initial values (9) E°k=E°(xk), 
Extend {uk} by defining
Proof. The proof that the given representation is indeed a solution is a straightforward computation and is omitted. The only issue is one of compatibility. Summing the definition of unk , we see that it is required that £(AT' -N¡¡) = 0. Thus the discrete L2-norm of E" over a period is conserved, and the form of %d is similar to that for the exact solution in (2), (3).
We show that i^" is bounded below by a positive definite form. For this purpose, we put The right side of (18) equals
Summing by parts, we get for the left side of (18) (20) /" + 7"+1 = "¿r £ \ER\ -E^I2 + ¿j £ \E"k+x -E"k\2.
We obtain the contribution from {Ng} by recalling from Lemma 2 that 
Term III is summed by parts:
where we have shifted k -* k -1 to obtain the first sum. Thus, by (22) 
The last term here equals i £ \E"k+l\2(N»k+1 + NU) -i e i*2i2 w + at1)-
Therefore, when we define ^"+1 as in part (b) of Theorem 1, (28) implies g^"+1 = g^" and hence ê'J1 = ^ and energy is conserved. D In order to state the main theorem, we define the errors by (29) e"k=E(xk,tn)-E"k, (30) r¡nk = N(xk,t")-Nnk.
Here, E£, N£ are computed from the scheme (S.E), (8JV) for nAt < T, 1 < k<J. (TTziis, (i7" is íAe (square of the) "energy norm" of the errors.) Then there exists a constant cj depending only on the data and T, with the property that for Ax sufficiently small, we have %n < cT [r° + Ax2
Moreover, W° = 0(Ax2), and hence %"> < cTAx2 as Ax -0.
The proof of Theorem 2 will be given in the next section.
Remark. The choice Ai = Ax allows us to easily combine several estimates. It is seen from the proof that the same estimates can be obtained provided Ai is bounded both above and below by a constant times Ax.
Convergence estimates, proof of the main theorem
We begin by defining the standard discretization errors -¿I(A(^+i, tn+x) -2N(xk , tn+x) + NiXk-t, t"+x))
-¿j(A(xfe+1, t"~x) -2N(xk,t"-x) + N(xk_l, t"~x))
-¿j(\E(xk+l, t")\2 -2\E(xk , t»)\2 + \E(xk^ , t")\2).
As usual, these measure the amount by which the exact solutions fail to satisfy the approximate equations.
Recall that E, N are smooth solutions.
Lemma 5. We have |t£| + |o£| = 0(Ai2 + Ax2) as Ax, At -» 0. Proof. By Taylor's theorem and (ZS.E) we can write the first three terms T3 Now the result for xk will follow if
\{N(xk, tn)E(xk, tn) + N(xk, tn+x)E(xk, i"+1)) -\ (N(xk, t") + N(xk, i"+1)) (E(xk, tn) + E(xk, i"+1))
= 0(Ai2 + Ax2). Simple algebra shows that this expression equals \ {E(xk , t"+l) -E(xk, tn)) (N(xk, i"+1) -N(xk , t")), and hence is 0(Ai2).
As for o£ , we use Taylor's theorem again to write°l =(#«(** , tn) + 0(At2)) -\{Nxx(xk, i"+1) + 0(Ax2)) -\{Nxx(xk, i""1) + 0(Ax2)) -(JL\E(Xk, tn)\2 + 0(Ax2)) . In a sequence of lemmas we will derive energy estimates on e and n .
Lemma 6 (L2-estimate of e). There are constants c, Ct such that for Ax, At sufficiently small, \\en+x\\22 < (1 + cAzJHel2; + cr(Ai2 + Ax2)2Ai + cAt{\\nn+x\\22 + \\nn\\l). Proof. As in Theorem 1(a), we multiply (36) by ëk+i +è~£ , sum on k, and take the imaginary part to get When estimating the energy, we will need bounds on the discrete potentials unk from Lemma 2 and Ug from Lemma 4. Lemma 7. There is a constant c depending only on the data such that sup|«£| < c. < cTh2Jx'2h-x'2(\\en+x\\2 + \\en\\2) < cTh(gn + g"-1)1'2, II = \ Re E(C' + 4)(E(xk, i") + E(xk, t"+x))(enk+l -e*k). We sum by parts to get for the last term the bound oÍAEl^ll^KI^I + l^r1!)) =0(|k"||0O|^"||2(||<JM"||2 + ||aM"-1||2)) = 0(||e"||1/2||^"||f),
where we have used Lemma 3. Hence,
Consider now term II. For brevity we set by the definition (58) of H". It follows that Wn is strictly positive for a sufficiently large choice of y, depending only on the data. In fact, we can choose y large enough so that y > 1 and (66) Ín>Uen+x\\22 + lHn with a constant c > 0 depending only on the data and on y. Hence, from (62), (67) r" < f "-1 + cTyh(%n + %"-x) + cTyh\
Now from its definition, we have, since y > 1, %n = \\\en+x\\22 + Hn<y\\en+x\\\ + Hn (68) ^ = X* -A(II" + III") < r" + \Hn + c\\en+l \\22, where we have used (65). Since H" < £?" by (60), we conclude that (69) \%n< §n + c\\en+x \\22 <Cy£n in view of (66). For any such (fixed) choice of y, we obtain from (67)
(1 -cTh) §n < ( 1 + cTh)in-1 + cTh\
It follows that for A = Ai = Ax sufficiently small, depending only on T and the data, we have §" < cT[Í° + A2].
Since ( §n)xl2 is equivalent to (%n)xl2, the first part of the proof is complete. It remains to estimate %Q . From (29), (30) and (9), (10) Finally, we bound ||áC/^||2. We multiply the definition of [/£ by Ug , sum over k, and then sum by parts to get \\SU% = -E Vktfk -4) = Ê Ê G(xk, XjWkn) , fe=i fe=i j=i where we have used Lemma 4 again. Since G is continuous, it follows from general considerations (or from explicit computation, using t]k = 0(h2)) that the last expression is 0(h2), and this completes the proof. D Bibliography
